How the D-Day Land project is presented (Screenshots from the France 3 online
document, 10/18/2020, and the video available under https://youtu.be/b-GYifMnM5E following the
Carentan 'debate' of Oct. 16, 2020 )

Interview with M. Morin (on LCN / La Chaîne normande, Jan. 11, 2020, publ. date, Transcr.
MK): "and I thought to myself ... during the ceremonies of June 6 last year. Clearly, we kind
of wait for an event every five years to tell ourselves we are going to have an increase in
attendance, in attendance at our tourist sites and so on. So I found that we were missing an
event that kind of made it possible each year to be able to retain an extra day or two those
so numerous visitors who come to our sites at the landing beaches. And so for that I had
this idea to propose to filmmakers ..." [...]
[...] but it is clear that it must be something ... exceptional ... it must be a ... an ... an event
that is talked about all over the world ... since we address a clientele that comes from all
over the world." [See full text of the interview in the document 'Zig-zag des argumentations' available on
the site http://verinfo.fr/ and to listen under https://www.lachainenormande.tv/Replay/informations/Invitedu-jour/Herve-Morin-Voeux-presse-Tour-France-en-Normandie-un-Puy-Fou-Normande-!-OBLwjVF4l6.html ]

Ouest France online (17-10-2020): "Homage to the heroes": the project comes out of the
shadows
An “immersive evocation” based on travelling
Upon arrival at the site, visitors would be greeted at a sort of railway station, the front door.
They would take place in mobile grandstands that could bring together 800 to 1,000
people.
Over 500 to 600 meters, thanks to a giant travelling, the spectators would cross various
"theaters" lined with screens and "paintings" where the sets would allow a better
understanding of the historical context. This "evocation", which is not intended to be a
reconstruction, would last nearly 45 minutes.

The building in the foreground (with chimneys) seems to be the station where everything starts.
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La Presse de la Manche (Oct. 18, 2020): Headline: Homage to heroes unveiled
In this station, there will be the possibility to eat, a shop and a tourist office.

Movable grandstand seen from above

Below: Exiting a station (at least that's what we can deduce from the commentary, see above: It was
said that it was leaving from a station). Photo of the mobile stands, which, according to this photo,
can hold around 600 seats (and not 700 to 800 as exposed by the producers and reported by Ouest
France (see above, 17-10-2020).
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About 28 places in a row, and max. 22 rows (see next photo) = 616 places and not 700 to 1000.

period village (?) decor, elsewhere possibly London decor with vintage military cars ....

with vintage military cars ....
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Grandstand on the way to a performance hall (estimated height twice a 2-storey house, see buildings
around)

London buses
(see also below, last image)

In Bayeux or Carentan:
So on sacred ground, soaked in blood,
where we keep finding the bodies of soldiers,
.... and very close to the biggest military cemeteries!
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Entry into a performance hall. There are at least five or six, if not more; in this image and the one
that follows, we see 4 - marked with a yellow cross; (we are talking about ten to twelve "paintings").
These hangars are gigantic, with a height of 2 to 4 floors (see buildings in the decor)

The Times (UK) online (23 sept. 2020): https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/french-veterans-up-inarms-over-disney-style-d-day-spectacle-3kzbgm53s title: French veterans up in arms over ‘Disneystyle’ D-Day spectacle. - Its promoters are looking for a site of 25-35 hectares for a spectacle that
will have mobile grandstands on rails to carry hundreds of spectators through battle scenes staged
by actors and stunt performers. They hope to attract 600,000 visitors a year.
Ouest-France (27-09-2020, papier et en ligne, https://www.ouest-france.fr/d-day/d-day-guerreautour-d-un-projet-touristique-en-normandie-6990725 ) Jean-Christophe LALAY.Modified on
le 09/28/2020 à 08:54 a.m. Published on 09/27/2020 at 08:45 a.m., title : D-Day : war around a
tourist project in Normandy
Three producers want to set up a mega-project around D-Day and the Battle of Normandy.
[...] Their project, Homage to the heroes, supported by Hervé Morin, [...]
[...] they want to create an immersive docu-reality. Serge Denoncourt, a Quebec director close to
Cirque du Soleil, writes the screenplay: The spectator will enter history thanks to a mobile
grandstand with 700 seats. For 45 minutes, he will go from setting to setting, like a long traveling
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shot in a movie. Images of archives, immersive techniques, the game of circus will be the tools to
evoke D-Day and the often forgotten Battle of Normandy.
Letter from Mr. Morin to Maxi Krause (Sept. 30, 2020) (to be read on the site http://verinfo.fr/ ):
"[...] a historical evocation starting from the rise of totalitarianism in Europe until the end of the
Battle of Normandy and the construction of a new Europe. " [Extensive program for 45 minutes ...,
MK]
***
The heads in the foreground of the following image represent the 'spectators' ...
The two characters on the screen are, if I remember correctly, actors ...
They carry guns.
If in the show they fall ... they'll be resurrected for the next presentation.
Five or six times a day.

For the dead, soldiers and civilians, there was no return to earth ...

La Presse de la Manche (Oct. 18, 2020): under the title 'What we know about the project':
[Roberto Ciurleo] "[...]. I was surprised to hear that there was no evocation until now in Normandy
using today's technologies.* You have to imagine a live documentary based on archive images
reworked, sounds. There will be no song, no dialogue. We are not in a musical, but in a narration."
For 45 minutes, the spectators will be immersed in this story. The public will depart from a train
station. Sheltered stands will move in a travelling of more than 500 meters. The audience will
move from one theater to another. Along the way, there will be more lively moments, from New
York to Normandy to England. "The real sets will illustrate the subject. We will never be in the
reconstitution, only in the evocation."
Ouest-France (27-09-2020) Archive images, immersive techniques, the circus game will be the tools
to evoke D-Day and "the often forgotten Battle of Normandy".*
* This is not true: see next page.
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All this already exists:
1.

in terms of "new technologies":
See as an example ● Memorial of Caen; ● the Arromanches circular cinema
● THE IMMERSIVE ROUTE OF D-DAY EXPERIENCE - (St. Côme du Mont)
https://www.manchetourisme.com/d-day-experience-a-carentan-les-marais/pcunor050fs00086

2.

in terms of content, particularly the Battle of Normandy:
[Memorial of Caen, described in Ouest France online from 13-08-2014, about the circular
cinema in Arromanches]: Unlike the previous one, the new film attempts to reconstruct all
the stages of the Battle of Normandy, indicates Clotilde Lecerf, site manager. The spectator
has precise landmarks with a cartography and a chronology. The film also has the
characteristic of focusing more on the civilian populations, by dwelling, for example, on the
bombardments.” And:
 There is a museum in Bayeux called “Museum of the Battle of Normandy”
 At the Peace Memorial, there is a course entitled "The Landing and the Battle of
Normandy"
(by way of example, and that's not all)

Surface area:
La Manche libre (Bessin, dated Dec. 19, 2020, sold to Ver on Dec. 16): titre : D-Day Land : "We are
against" [= families of N ° 4 Commando]
[About Bayeux's candidacy]: There would indeed be hotels in the park, because beyond the 10
hectares required for the project itself, that of a large historical fresco of several hundred meters
along which the spectators move, another 25 hectares would be devoted to ancillary activities of
this type.
La Presse de la Manche (31-12-2020): History. A memorial project around the landing that caused a
lot of ink to flow. [Headline]: "Carentan ready to host Homage to Heroes" (Interview with Jean-Marc
Lhonneur [Mayor of Carentan, MK])
(Question): Very quickly, the project leaders got back to you?
(Answer): In May, they presented me with a very attractive set design. I showed them the 35 hectare
land in a non-flood zone that we could make available to them. I insisted that this land was a historic
site which in 1944 hosted an American military hospital with 4000 beds and a camp with German
prisoners [...]
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"London" decor ...

Mr. Ciurleo
Mr. Lefebvre (promoters)
(during their presentation in Carentan-les-Marais on Oct. 16, 2020)

So :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A very large land (according to the latest information: 40 ha) ...
with buildings surrounding it ...
with hangars (= performance halls) ...
‘period sets’ ... London buses, military vehicles ...
a ‘train station’ ...
with a show that does not say its name ("make money")
catering ...
a tourism office ...
all to keep tourists a little longer ...

It looks like a Disneyland!
Despite what the promoters say!
***

A show which does not say its name, but which uses the deaths of 140,000
soldiers and civilians to produce cash, would dishonor its promoters and all of
Normandy and would reflect a complete lack of respect for the victims and
their families.
[Open letter of the 140..., cf. http://verinfo.fr/ ]
(by Maxi Krause, January 28, 2021)
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